When other races speak about how proud they are of their history, they are considered patriotic, however, for reasons which will be made clear, when we, Negroids talk about whom we are and where we came from, it is depicted as somehow belligerent, militant, rebellious, or offensive. History has clearly shown that we cannot depend on anyone else to do it for us, certainly not the masters of lies and deception who live in the image of the beast and have purposely hidden our history from us and kept us in a state of physical and mental slavery. We cannot trust those who “keep us in economic, cultural and religious captivity and even worse keep us in the miserable condition of hate of self and kind.” (York, Dr. Malachi Z., Actual Fact #15) So, it is up to us to make sure we are a well-versed vessel capable of spreading the truth to others, for if we don’t, who will?
So many contorted lies and deceptions makes it difficult to discern where to start, not to mention that there is not enough space to cover all of them in one writing. That’s because everything they would have us believe about ourselves is a lie, so let’s just start at the beginning. Since we, the “Negroids, are the oldest inhabitants on this planet, we are the originators, the ones with many hues, but what renders us a pure Negroid is the nappy or woolly hair, not the skin color. Our royal crown is the sign of the first race, the God Race, the one race, the only race of living beings on Earth with Nappy hair”. Of course, the masters of lies and deception, the powers that be, would have us believe that the Negroid race is cursed with black skin and nappy hair when, in fact, those nappy locks separate us from all others on this planet, for it is a gift given to us so that we could know, without question, that we are the mothers and fathers of all others, all civilization, the root seed of incarnated divinity, straight from the creators, the ones whom others worship yet refuse to respect to this day. (York, Paa Ashutaat, p.1) In order to push back the forces that are trying to demean and destroy us, we must be diligent in our efforts to understand their system, their game plan. In other words, we must investigate, interrogate, but not integrate with them.

“The make-up of a human being is based not only on one’s knowledge of family history but also on one’s racial history. When looking at the Negroids’ self-esteem, how high or low it is, is based on the positive or negative information they know or don’t know about themselves.”(Nasheed, Tariq, Hidden Colors) All kinds of subliminal messages are used to control our minds from childhood. For example, “Do blondes have more fun, or is it fun, wealth, money, that comes along with being blonde and having blue eyes and pale skin?”

They call themselves fair in complexion; they say white skin is fair skin. They even put it in their dictionaries as meaning “beautiful, ample, blonde, unblemished, moderate, just, honest, or favorable.” It’s really one of their many trick knowledge words that they misuse. Actually to call them fair is to say they are not good; they are just fair, nor perfect. He is a liar by his very nature. (York, Actual Fact #13)
Those in power have done a great job of erasing who and what we are from the minds of all our people and most of the world, because they want to claim everything for themselves, however, in all their travels throughout history, everywhere they went, we, Negroids, were already there. Yet, there are those who choose to denounce our heritage and call themselves anything other than what they are and even insult themselves by saying they are not Negroid meaning, “dark black”. They’ll say, “I’m Morenus ‘dark or Moor,’ Muur and say they are from Mor-occ-o and Maur-it-ania.” In both names, we find the name or title, Moor. Yet, if asked what language is Moor or Muur, they can’t tell you the language or what the word means. It’s from “dark brown to black,” although some say it means, “navigator”. In Webster’s Dictionary it is a noun meaning, “tract of waste land or Moor (verb) fasten (a ship) with chains, rope or cable and anchor”. (York, Actual Fact 15, p3) My point is Moor means “black” which means they are still Negroid.

Moors were very important throughout history, however, but rarely spoken about. Moor is a color not a people. Moors brought knowledge of alchemy, architecture, manipulation of atoms, and Moorish Science, on which Masonry is based. Castles and Cathedrals throughout Ethiopia were built by Moors. They established the first university and educational system as well as the first classical music conservatory. Negroids think that classical music is “white music” but we started that kind of music. In fact, the Moors brought in music with the creation of an instrument called the L’oud which when laid over a person’s body and strummed, its vibrations would heal them of whatever ailments they had. Although Bach is credited for the creation of the piano, its origin stems from the L’oud and out of that came classical music, our music, which they stole. In fact, Beethoven was a Moor, so was Benjamin Banneker who is known for having a photographic memory, writing the first Almanac, and designing the White House. Europeans associated Moors with Moslems. They certainly changed the look of the population. They are responsible for civilizing Europe as there were kings and queens living with the animals. Moors built corals for the animals, lite streets and raised sidewalks. Europeans did not bathe so they were dirty and diseased. The Moors brought in soap, water, and medicine and more. Also, the first president of the United States was a Negroid, a Moor and the list goes on and on. Moors were extremely advanced and influential from 711 AD-1492 AD.
Here are more examples of our greatness:

Africans were the first to establish dynasties in Asia. The Buddha statues and other statues have our hair and noses and resemble African Deities. The founder of the Ninja System was African. Europeans know who we are. Our heritage is everywhere in Europe like the Black Madonna and child, African-looking disciples, Black Popes, St. Victor, St. Benedict and St. Maurice. There is a Pub named after King Charles, who was known as the Black Boy. Also, the Grimaldis of Europe, Queen Charlotte, the first black queen of England, (Refer to articles on annuhassa.com), Angelo Solomon, the father of pure Masonic thought, Alexander Pushkin, who created the Russian language and again the list goes on and on.

The Welongeon Tribe came over before Columbus was said to have discovered America. They were free blacks. I bet you didn’t know Abraham Lincoln’s mother was Welongeon and he was teased often about this ancestry during his presidency. Speaking of Columbus, his voyage was nothing new. Africans had been going from Africa to America to trade for thousands of years. All stories by Cortez and Balboa stated they were confronted by African people in their explorations. We were intellectually and culturally advanced and many considered to have great minds studied under Africans. During the Pyramid Age, we built more than 300 monuments which they still have not figured out how our ancestors accomplished it. As mentioned earlier, everywhere they traveled, they encountered black faces. (Nasheed, Tariq, Hidden Colors)

So, claim yourself for who and what you are and be proud. Negroids are the pure and holy seed of Heaven and Ptah Nun, “Planet Earth” seas and Inner Earth, the originators. “Tragically enough, the liars have blinded with whiteness the hearts, minds, and souls and put a veil over the truth resulting in total ignorance concerning facts about us. We cannot let them continue to deceive us; they are the lawlessness, the people of doom, of destruction who oppose all good and fair play.” (Actual Fact #18)

We invented math, science, language, writing and “were the first to record religious doctrine, use magic, and the first to pray. We were the first to set up ritual ceremonies, initiations, temples, chapels, and lodges that later became churches, synagogues and
mosques. Many have borrowed from us and set up great institutions pretending to the world that they don’t know or remember their source”. (York, Paa Ashutaat)

In my opinion, the most horrific example of lies and deception deals with the God-Concept. I mean, who would have the audacity to lie about God and why? Those who know our potential and are afraid that if we (the majority) find out who we really are and come together as one mind, one body, they will lose power and be destroyed. Less than one-tenth of the planet is made up of Caucasians, so they are the minority, not us. They put a Bible in our hands, and showed us a picture of God in their image and insulted us by saying it didn’t matter what he looks like. Another lie! Their God-Concept is all wrong. No one God said “poof” and created the universe and all its inhabitants. When most think of God, they think of some Supreme Being up there in the heavens or skies, far away, sitting on a throne surrounded by a heavenly host often called angels. (Psalms 46:6; Matthew 5:3; Koran 2:2555)

Some think of God as an unquestionable, infallible ruler with power to merely wave his hand and things come into existence or are destroyed. That is the kind of God people are worshipping. God is thought of as a compassionate all loving figure. Their God gets angry and jealous. He tells the chosen children of Israel that he is jealous so you better not have any other Gods but me. (Exodus 34:14.) Their God even eats the flesh of cooked dead animals; he even drinks wine and eats the flesh of the very animals he has created, not to mention he even likes the smell of burning carcasses disguised under the name of “sacrifice”. He even regrets creating human beings who are in his image. He changes his mind in the case of Abraham. He takes land from one nation of people and gives it to another. This being you are calling God doesn’t sound emotionally stable enough to be called The Supreme Creator of the Universe. We must encourage our people to take off the blinders of religion. The masters of these lies (misinformers) teach a belief in one God. The lies must stop! (York, Is God an Extraterrestrial?)

Here are some Biblical incidents that took place that their God could have prevented with a wave of a hand:

1. Cain killing Abel-----Abel was one of God’s favorite servants.
2. Jacob stealing Esau’s birthright-----Jacob deceived his own father.
3. Some disciple’s heads were cut off.
4. Some disciples were crucified and hanged upside down.
5. Romans put Christians into an arena and let lions eat them.
6. John, the Baptist, was beheaded.
7. God so loved the world that instead of coming himself, he sent his son to die. (What a coward!)

This is not the true loving, kind source of all existence. Can’t you see you are being misinformed and lied to by people who want to make money off of religions and unsuspecting victims and keep them loyal? He is a jealous God, jealous of you taking any other God as an equal to him, which makes it clear that other Gods exist who can be equal to him; otherwise, there would be no reason to be jealous or fear another God sitting on his throne. (York, God Misinterpreted, Scroll #85)

Another egregious lie is that God is a man. The fact is, the woman, or the female genetically existed before the creation of men, or the male which means women are the Gods and predate men. This is the best kept secret that is known now. Archaeologists today have traced fossils that go back 200-300 thousand years and traced back to one women’s gene, called Mitochondria, the gene proven to be transferred from the mother to the child, never from the father to the child. Mitochondria is also the gene that produces nearly all the energy to keep the cell alive, so women were here first. To find the first being, anthropologists had to use 147 pregnant women to donate their babies’ placentas to science. The placenta is the easiest way to get large samples of body tissue. Biologists selected American women with ancestors from Africa, Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. After the babies were born the placentas were gathered and frozen. After the tissues were blended, mixed, and dyed fluorescent and spun in a centrifuge again; the result was a clear liquid containing pure DNA. The DNA came from the Mitochondria which is only inherited from the mother. It is not a mixture of both parents like the nucleus DNA, so it preserves a family record that isn’t scrambled in every generation so if a couple does not have a daughter, their genes disappear. We were taught that a family name disappears if a son is not born, so it is with Mitochondria. This was a deliberate attempt by men to suppress the dominating gene in women, by placing the philosophy that without a son, the family lineage dies. This is not true, yet another lie.
If a daughter is not born in the family, your genes disappear because the Mitochondria DNA can only be inherited by the female. Some males have used this concept, of God being a man, to dominate the woman. (York, *Black Book, the-Scroll 1, #’s 82, 83, 105-113.*

To adequately destroy a people, it is necessary to destroy the mind. Media gives us a daily dose of indoctrination into their systems of politics, economics, education, and religion. Our thousands of years of history was cut off at 6,000 years because they have controlled the information, so we must take apart the lies layer by layer. They developed Egyptology with the pretense that this was to study our history when in fact it was created by the Vatican to explain away the truth of the excavations of our ancestors that were taking place every day that gave them proof about whom we are and where we come from. The Vatican, (a separate state located within the city of Rome, Italy that serves as the religious center of the Roman Catholic Church) has miles and miles of our history stored underground. They decide what the media puts out, the textbooks to use in schools that dummy-down our children. If they don’t sanction what we do, it is considered invalid. They developed the IQ test to separate us from them. It’s all a game. The IQ test came out of Germany for population extermination. We are not like them, thus our brain does not function the same. They know genius runs in the African mind and DNA because we do things they only dream of and make it look easy. Our people invented thinking so we need to use that brain power to understand their games like why they created LD (Learning Disability) classes. Guess who the majority are and have been in those classes? Our children are discouraged so they can’t grow. It is not surprising that in an IQ test taken by African immigrants, they outscored everyone, even the Asians, but that is never publicized. The IQ was meant to justify access to opportunities, however, if the system is structured or rigged for you to fail, you will. It has been shown that once left to its own accord, African genius excels, but again, you rarely hear about our genius in this country. Their need to deprive us simply means they are afraid of us overtaking them; otherwise, why bother if we are not a threat.

Another way they have set out to destroy us is by destroying our black men, for if the head is destroyed, our people are gone. You get rid of the environment for him to stay the head; take away his power and you have undermined the glue that holds the family together.
Some can’t find suitable jobs due to lack of education or training. Anger sets in and too many resort to violence and crime and end up in prison, where they want him to be, off the streets and out of the home. (Based in part, on Tariq Nasheed’s, Hidden Colors)

Remember the adversary, the liars, the deceivers, the wicked, the cursed, and the haters who need you to believe in what they propagate, advocate, teach, and preach. They certainly do not mean well with all the evils they have done and continue to do to others. He wants to be above you, to be your God, your ruler, your example, be better than others. He still portrays his image as God even though archaeologists have proven, without a shadow of a doubt, that the first people were black, thus making the creators black also.

People worldwide are returning to their own cultures, religions, and ways of life. His decline has come. His lies are being uncovered as just that, lies. His hatred of others has become blatant and is showing on his face again. He can’t hide from the truth, his sickness, his diseases are back. His love of blood, death, killing, rape, stealing what is others, is seen by all. For those who are still living in the image of the beast, stop and find out whom you are, know your kind, your culture, your way of life. Return to your own. You are the children of Paa Nazduru, the first and last, the beginning and you will stand in the end. (York, Actual Fact #8)

Totally blaming the masters of lies and deception is pointless. Their actions are consistent with their nature during this time they were given to rule. They have negatively altered everything and everyone they touched by doing what they do naturally, and we must do the latter-do what we do naturally by staying firm in our way of life, Nuwaupu. Our Master Teacher, Dr. Malachi Z. York has provided a blueprint for us to follow covering everything over and under the sun, so we have no excuses now to continue allowing others to manipulate us.

We must stop our complacency, come together, and agree on an ideology to go forward. We need to create something, build something, find some way to make our own jobs, start our own businesses, grow our own food, etc. Once we rule ourselves
(self-govern), we can take over this planet and rule with love, diplomacy, and compassion as it should be. Let’s wake up and put an end to this madness. It’s time to release the shackles and get back to being ourselves, true gods and goddesses. Gods make people better, but we cannot improve the condition of others, until we do the same for ourselves by defining, refining and realigning ourselves with nature as it was intended by those who loved us enough to put everything necessary for our survival under our feet. The game plan must be rewritten and we, the root seed of divinity can and will find a way to do it. No one can stop us but us. I always say that there are three kinds of people. The Onlookers- who just sit around and watch, but don’t participate, the Talkers- who are great orators with the ability to speak on any subject and have great ideas on what could be done, but rarely do anything other than talk, and the Doers- who take action. It’s time to stop looking, stop unnecessary rhetoric, and take action. Ready... Set... Let’s Go!

It is my hope that this information will be the catalyst to, not only, encourage you to further research our great history, but also, demonstrate it through positive character and deeds.

Ra-et Merit Seshat
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